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SUMMARY	 4^ r
f
{ "	 Tests have been conducted. in the Langley full-scale tunnel`to determine
	 '^, 	 1
(	 .:	 :,	 a
the low-speed aerodynamic Characteristics'of a large-scale advanced arrow-wing
i{,
supersonic transport configuration wi h, engines mounted above the wing for
upper-surface blooming.
The results of the investigation indicated - that the use of upper-surface. 	 =	 ;
blowing was effective .for providing the high. lift required for improved
take-off-and landing performance. Although large diving moments accompanied
the high, propulsive lift, analysis indicated that an all-movable ,..retractable 	 _	 3	 ;
canard in combination with a relatvelysmallconventional trail may 'be an'
effective arrangement for achieving low-speed longitudinal stability and trim. 	 '`
The model. exhibited static directional stability . up to an angle of attack of_ 	 '
about 20° and had high positive effer^Five dihedral. Large rolling and yawing	 '.
moments were ntroduced'with one en^;^,ne'inopErative; however he use of
§a	 _
^^
,:
^^	 ^,
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2
asymmetric boundary-layer control (BLC) on the trailing-.edge flaps appeared to
be one method of providing engine-out roll and yaw trim. Spoiler deflection
provided relatively large lateral. control moments.
^f
INTRODUCTION
The; present investigation was. conducted . to determine the low-speed
performance and stability and control characteristics of an advanced arrow-
	 '.
wing supersonic transport configuration with engines mounted above the wing i
.for upper-surface blowing (USB). The investigation was made as part of a
general research program to provide a technology base for the formulation and
development of an advanced supersonic transport configuration., Other invest-
	 -
igations conducted as part of this program are reported in references 1 and 2.	 7
Although the highly swept arrow-wing supersonic transport configuration.
is expected to be aerodynamically efficient at high speeds (see refs. 3 and ^+),
past configurations of this .type have embodied several design features which
result in poor take-off. and landing performance. For example, the trailing-
edge flaps were relatively-ineffective because the conventional lower surface
engine arrangement occupied most of the inboard wing span and the flaps were
.therefore limited to small spanwise segments between. the engines. The. small
•	 flap segments and a relatively long fuselage, which restricted the ground ro-
Cation angle to 10° or less, resulted in maximum values of take.-off and land-
ing lift coefficients of only . about. 0.5.- Because of the low. values of lift	 =.
coefficient,-a wing area somewhat greater than that-required for efficient
cruise performance must be .used in_order to provide acceptable: take-off andy	 1
landing speeds and runway lengths. One means of providing. additional lift
with a wng.sized far efficient cruise is the use of the USB concept. zn-:the
.^
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USB conce t	 the en Ines	 ox	 ossible the .inboard en Ines onlp ^	 g^	 ^	 P	 g	 y, are located '`
above the wing such that the exhaust flow can be deflected over the trailing- ,?
edge flaps.	 Tai such an arrangement, the trailing-edge.flap span can-be made
'^	 continuous in order to achieve the maximum lift effectiveness provided by,
?^
USB .
The present. investigation consisted. of low-speed wind tunnel tests to
{	 ;
^,
determine the performance and static stability and control characteristics of ,
alarge-scale model of an advanced arrow-wing .supersonic transport. configure- ;;
tion having engines mounted on top of the. wing for USB.
	 The tests were con
.i	
,^
ducted in the Langley full-scale tunnel for a range of Reynolds number from.
tz
i 	 3.53 x 106 to 7.33 x 106
 (corresponding to test velocities. of about 30...08.Kts
(50.8 ft/sec) and 62.05 Kts- (10^+. 8 ft/sec) , respectively.	 The tests were con- -'},	
'^
ducted for a range of angles of attack from about -10° to 32° and sideslip .^
angles of +5 °.	 The configuration variables included trailing-edge flap de-
,^	
Election, engine jet nozzle angle, and engine .thrust .
 coefficient.	 Also
included in the investigation were tests to measure the forces and moments
produced in the one-engine inoperative condition.
	 Tests were also ..conducted
='
to examine the use of asyffinetrical trailing-edge BLC for providing roll trim
]
r.
in the one-engine inoperative condition.
SYMBOLS
`,;'
;:	
_
n
a
The longitudinal data are referred to the wind system of axes and the
lateral-directional data. are referred to the body system oE`axes illustrated
.,	 ,
in figure L.	 The moment reference center for e the tests was 53.8-percent of '_
5
the wing mean aerodynamic chord.
3
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The dimensional quantities herein are given both in the International
System of Units-(SI), and in U. S. Customary Units.
b wing span, 4.191 m (13..750 ft)
B.	 S, body station (longitudinal distance from model
nose, m (ft)
c mean aerodynamic chord, 3.368m (11..050 ft)
_	
f
CD drag coefficient, DragfgS
^,
CL lift coefficient, Lift/qS +	 `
CL circulation lift
r
CQ rolling-moment coefficent,. Rohing moment
qSb
Cm pitching-moment coefficient, Pitching moment ^	 ;^
qS ^ `:
''	 C^ yawing-moment coefficient, Yawing moment
•
9.Sb
CY side-force coefficient . , Side force/qS '	 ::
C^ blowing coefficient, thrust produced . by boundary !
layer control/qS 3	 !.a
D diameter , m (ft)
^j
f=
FA axial force, i^ (lbf) ^`"
^.
FN normal force, N- (lbf) .;
`	
is canard incidence, deg.
Q tail length m (ft) l
q free-stream. dynamic pressure, N/m 2 (1bf/ft2) ,5;,
S wing area,,10..232 m2 (110.14 ft2) G,
St tail. or canard area m2 (ft2)
T engine thru t (thrust ab^ •,^^e• the value for
^	 ,!	 `
^	 ;
•
S_. -_._
.;j'.A

^,_ .^.^u
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MODEL
3
The. dimensional characteristics of the model are listed in Table I and
,:'_
shown in figure 2.	 A sketch of survey rake positions used in downwash mea-
surementa is shown in figure 3.	 Photographs of the model mounted for tests
in the Lang'.ey full-scale tunnel are presented'in figures ^+ .and 5.	 The model.
.was constructed of wood and fiberglass over an aluminum frame and was essen-
t^_ahy rigid for these low-speed tests.
The wing consisted of an arrow planform with an inboard leading-edge.
sweep _angle of 7^+°, amid-span sweep angle of 70.5°, and an outboard (27.5-
percent of the semisparz) sweep of 60°.	 It was mounted to the fuselage of the.
9 variable sweep model previously reported in reference 1.
	
The wing (designed
I	
4 with twist and camber to provide good performance at a flight Mach number of
r^
;
° 2..7) was constructed to stimulate the shape of an elasticwng in l-g flight
e
a,t low speeds.	 The thickness . ratio was 3.08-percent, and the . outboard . 27.5-
percent semispan'leading edge was drooped ^+5°.	 The outboard trailing..edge
.^ was drooped 5°.	 The wing had plain trailing-edge flaps than extended from
_^
the fuselage to the outboard vertical fins (see figs.. 2{a) and 2(b)). 	 A blow-
ing-slot, located forward of the leading edge-of the deft flap, was oriented
to blow a sheet of high pressure air over the upper surface of the flap to
r4 jj
control flow separation (fig. 2(c)). 	 The trailing-edge flaps could be de-	 9
Elected from 0° to 3D°.	 E
^	
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The model was powered by two engine simulators mounted forward on the
'i
I wing. upper surface.
	 The engine simulators consisted of tip-driven . fans. which
y
^1
3t
^;
were powered with .
 externally supplied compressed air.
	 The nozzle exits could ^_
ji be'configured with 20° or 30° eyelid deflectors for turning the exhaust flow
i
(^^ ,)
t^ "^
^^
K	 !	 I
downward onto the wing upper surface.
-
ii;:	 i
Although most of the tests were conducted with the model in a tail-off
C^.
h
I ^;
+: 	 ^ configuration, the T=tail of reference 1 was installed for a limited number
s	 t
k of teats . jr
`
fiEST5 AND CORRECTIONS
'
^	 :
^z	 y
Farce tests were conducted in the Langley full-scale tunnel for a range
6of Reynolds numbers (based on the wing mean aerodynamic cuord) of 3.53 x 10
33	
9
;:	 ^
6
;.
;^
^,
f
to 7.33.x 10	 Tests were conducted for angles of attack from about -10° to ^	 '•
.t
;,
32°, and a few tests were conducted for side-slip . angles of +5°.
	
Tests were
_
^-	
,^
`;
.? conducted for fla	 an les of 0°	 10°	 20°	 and 30 0p	 g	 ,	 ,	 ,	 with anal without engines ^`(,	 ^
operata.ng.	 The powered tests were made with. and without deflectors attached ^'
to the engine exhaust nozzles.. 	 The value of thrust coefficient varied from
is
,'
^1 O -to 0.40; :.for a-few tests, the left engine was inoperative while flap. blow-
u
;4	 ,xs
,;
ing (values.. of Cµ up t^ 0.10) was applied to the deft flap to determine
;= ;-
i
!;
'' whetherflap`blowng could be used for controllin^.an engine-out situation. ''
w Although the<arrow-wing model was
	 for tail-off tests only, the. planned
,,.
`P-tail ;of reference 1 was installed for a limited number of tests in order '?}?:
	
._.
	 i
,.
- !^	
3
to determine preliminary longitudinal stability and control _Lnaracteristics ;;
^ of the model.	 The desired ":;il position for the arrow-wing configuration
^<
^
E
;-;
would .probably be'somewhatfurther aft than that of the T-fail as tested.
,.{.
.^
^-
-
^'
,^
y ' _	 °:
^..^	 ..
^^
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DownWash flow surveys were made at two chordwise planes in the vicinity
of the T-tail. One plane was on the centerline of the horizontal tail pivot
point (Q/c = 0.982); the other survey was made further aft at ^/c 1.25+.
The. survey covered a grid as indicated: in figure 3 for four ..angles of attack.
A calibrated pitch-yaw pivot static tube was used to measure the flow angles.
The test data have been corrected for air-flow angularity, bouyancy, and
strut tares. Wall corrections-were found by theory of reference 5 to be
negligible and were not applied.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Longitudinal Characteristics
Static Turning.- Since the effectiveness of a jet-flap system is dependent
to a large extent upon the capability of the system to turn and spread .the jet
exhaust efficiently, static-•turning tests were made of all the configurations
`;	 included in the present investigation. The results are presented in figure $ 	 )
^f
in terms of the ratio of normal force to thrust F^ /^ plotted against the ratio
r
i	 of axial force to thrust PA/T. The results of figure 6 show, as expected,.
that very 1it^le turning occurred without the use of exhaust .deflectors. The.
;,
best turning; perfArmance was achieved with the 20° deflectors as indicated by
^^
	
	
efficiencies of 85 to $7 percent and turni,ig angles. closoly approximating
those of`tfYe geometric .flap angle. Thee 30° deflectors gave poor static. turn-
ing characteristics apparently because-of excessive. spreading which caused
much of .the jet exhaust to spread laterally off the flap.
'fail Off:.- Presented in figure 7 are thP . results of tests to determine the
effect of variations in Reynolds number from 3.53 x 10 6 to 7.33 x 106 on the'
,^
_:
f
f
a1
E
d
i
j
s
	_	 ,.	 ---,_	
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^-	 ,:
t
^	 ,.	 '
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9 ;.
longitudinal characteristics of the wing-body combination. The data show that
`;,.	 Reynolds number had only a small effect on the lift, drag, and pitching-
moment characteristics of the model ,particularly above a Reynolds number of
,^
5.00 x 106 . The majority of the tests were made at Reynolds numbers between r
3.53 x 106 and 5.00 x 106.
Presented in figures 8(a) to 8(c) are the longitudinal characteristics
r
of the wing-body combination. fora range of thrust coefficients with the ex-
a
5
^,	 haust deflectors off. The data of figure 8(a) show that with the trailing-
	 '.},
r:
edge flaps . undeflected the effect cif thrust was to increase the lift-curve
slope such that at an angle near the ground scrape angle (assumed to be 10° P
i
for this configuration) the lift :coefficient was increased from. about_0.^+ to
4
about 0.5 for T c ^= 0.10 and. to CL of about 0.55 for T c ' = 0.20. It is of in-	 F
^;erest to note that the increase in lift . coefficient due to thrust is greater
than. that which could be accounted for by consideration of the direct compon-
ent of the thrust vector . (T^' sin ct), indicating that. the. engine exhaust above	 r'P
the, wing apparently introduced favorable . flow over the wing to increase lift..
is
The pitching-moment data. of figure 8{a) show the configuration to be neutrally.
stable at negative angles of .attack and unstable at higher positive angles of
.attack with the level of instability increasing rapidly at angles of attack..
above about 15° . 'The abrupt increase in instability at the high angles. of
	
':	 attack is similar to that shown for highly swept configuration of previous
is
studies (for example, see ref. _6) and is associated with the vortex lift gen- 	 '
crated on the forward portion of the wing. This .type of instability was
eliminated in reference 6 by either deflecting the wing leading-edge or by in-
creasing the wing leading-edge radius. No attempt was made to alter the wing:
.leading-edgegeometry in the present investigation because the primary
i
^_ ,^
	
__ ^,^.^. ,.._ ,,.:^,.A,;.
	 ;li•	 -	 .,	
_-^	 ^	 __w...,...x . ynw..rrd
i	 trailing-edge flap deflections of 10° and 20°.
	 It should be noted, however, ^	 ^,
^^
jl	 that with the deflectors off the lift increment produced by power was not as
^!
.
`
.great at flap deflections of 10° and. 20° as that produced at df = 0° although
^'
-	 {`
the e^'fect of increased flap deflection is to progressively increase the net
lift coefficient. '.{'
f
The effect of instalaing exhaust deflectors on the model with trailing-
edge flap deflections of 10° and 20° is shown in figures 9 and 10, respective-
ly.	 A comparison of the data .
 of figures 9 and l0 with those of figure 8 shows
f	 that, in general, the deflectors, as expected, increased the lift .and generated
+	 large diving . moments..	 The data of figures 9 and l0 show that the. 20° and 30° ^
exhaust deflectors gave about the same lift performance for a given geometric
flap angle, but the 20° deflector did not penalize the thrust performance as ''
r	 ;,	 much as the 30° deflector..	 This result is generally in agreement with.. the
static-turning results of figure 6; although based on the static.-turning data, '
the 30° .deflector. would `be expected to produce much lower lift than that
°;	 actually generated in the wind-on test. 	 From these data, it `was concluded. that
the. 20° deflectors were probablymore suitable from overall considerations,
and the remainder of the program was conducted. with the. 20° deflectors.
1.
The`data of figure 11 show that substantially greater increments of lift
s
were produced with 30° flap deflection than those for the 10° and 20° flap . a
conditions.	 For example, at 10° angle of attack, a lftcoe£ficent of about
0.9 was achieved with a thr^^st coefficient of-0.2 (fig. ll)	 whereas for the
^.	 same thrust coefficient frith 20° flap (fig.'10), a lift coefficient of about
0.8 was :achieved. _As expected, the higher flap s^;tting produced larger diving
_C	 _..	 _.
^^
11
'
	
	 moments and resulted in more drag than that measured for. the lower flap
settings.
In order to better illustrate the effect of thrust in producing lift
with the et exhaust deflected downward over the trailin
	 ^j	 g-edge flaps, the lift
	
I	 components which. makeup the total . lift are presented in figure l2 for several
	 ^`
trailing-edge flap deflections. The data of figure 12 show the values of cir-
culation lift (O L
 ) as a function of T c ' for all flap deflections ands as
r	 a
expected, the 30° flap showed higher values of ^'^'^^z`nan those produced by
^ 1lower flap settings.	 ^-.
^.,•^,,.
Downwash Characteristics.- Presented in figures 13 and 14 are the results
^•	 of flow surveys to measure the downwash characteristics; at severt..^, d•?^,f`ferent
--3
b
vertical positions of the horizontal tail. The data show in general that the
^_	
<'
!	 downwash angle was relatively small at ..the high tail positions. At the. low	 ^ ^y °"
--',S"w
^	 ..
tail position, the downwash angle was large and the variation of downwash
^'	 angle with lateral displacement was .very pronounced. The data of figures 13
'j
.and l^+ are summarized in ..figure 15 in terms of the downwash factor (1 - dE^^)
plotted against vertical tail height. The data of figure 15 show that the low
tail positions gate values of (l = a E^aa ),from about 0.1 to 0.2, indicating.
that a low horizontal tail position would be relatively uneffective from the
standpoint of providing static longitudinal. stability, and that a high tail
position would probably be desreable.
Tal'On.- Tn order to provide some preliminary infarmd,tion on longitudinal
control effectiveness, tests wore made using an existing horzt^ntal tail. from
a previous investigation reported'n refesen;ce 1._Thevertcaland horizontal-
-,',.	 .
talarrangement was used to obtain-the control effectiveness data presented
in figures 16(a) to 16(c). It shouldbe noted that the Bath are not intended
...
^	 '^
-	 ^.
12
l	 to be representve of the tail.effectiveness for a properly configured arrow-
_.	
i
wing arrangement, but the data should serve as a guide in an analysis of the
tail size and ?.ocaton required for the configuration. The data of figure
	 k'
16(a) show that a -10° control incidence angle provided trim for the ^0° flap
R
condition with T^' _ 0; but for values of 1^' of 0.1 and 0.2, the diving mo-
	 ,
^ menus could. not be trimmed..
	
Increasing thrust from T ' _ 0 to T ' = 0.20`pro-
	 ^
. c	 .,
1
duced li tle change-in the control effectiveness. 	 T^.e horizontal tail, which
^ _	 ^.
had an area..of 5.8 percent of the wing axea, provided a sl^.ght amoant of
' longitudinal. stability for the confa.guration in the' low angle-of--attack range.
^,
" Pitch Trim-Consideration.-- One of the` problems assocai;,ed ti^ith the -use of
x
s
the USB coicept is that the lift loads induced o.a the ^ls.ps product Zarge div-
4 r-
ring moments (see fig. 11). 	 The wagnitude Of the prt^^lem of tr^:^.ming the diving	 r
^	 ^'
^^,
moments is illustrated in fi ure 16 b	 ^^	 '_:	 ^	 >.^-g	 y she fact that ^ ;uac.^yt s^...ed contiezi
. s
^
s
tional aft tail :was inadequate for providing st^,bii.i-^y and: brim s'or :the powered- ;
r	 ^
z,
lift condition.	 Since the use cif USb fo.: • high rift i	 dependent upon a sans-r yt
;i' i'actoiy solution, to the pitch 'trzm probl^.m^ a brief' stl^dy was :made of the- 	 'F
:^
`
rela.tv^^ merits af' se°,^^„ra?, m^t;hosis o:F' prnvc^,i.xrg P:.tch trim includi g;
"
r
7 , .	 t^ eonwPntinr^a.L r^.ft 	 ^:.^,il
r
^	
:,
,.:
`2.	 ,^. i'r^:.e^,;E"1.csating cax'La^ci 	 s
3	 ....
^.	 !^ canard. dri^r^:n in proportion to oc for artrificis,l stab^.lit;,•
' ^'.	 ^ cor^^lai^2r^,ta orl of ranard and conventional tail_	 t
_.
., 1'Yte ei'fectxven^°ss o.[' ^^,'he tails for providing trim and stability was exa^ned
for condit^:^.^n^ t^^rr^spondizig to tho e obtained for t'he model wi^Gh a trailing-
.^^
	
.^	 _.	
-^_ I r
.	 }
I
r;.
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1	 I^ Y
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^^.
required the configuration to provide longitudinal trim, athree-percent static
margin, axed a trimmed lift coefficient of 0.7, 	 For analysis purposes, the
conventional tail and canard were as ummed to have lift-curve slopes of 0.06.
„;	 19
per deg, nondimensonal tail lengths of 1.0, and downwash factors (1. - aa) of
0. 5 `and 1.0, respectively:
	 For .the geared canard,.a lift-curve slope of -0.06 ^'	 ,
^'
per deg was assumed, corresponding to a canard gear ratio plc A
-2.0. ;
Da
!
range. of tail .area ratios Std	 from 0 to 0.10 was evaluated; and the center
S
of gravity position was allowed to vary so as to maintain a constant level of
static .margin as tail area: increased.
	 The results of the study are presented ^>
in figure 17 in terms of the tail lift coefficient CL t required for the range
of St
t
S
^	 ^; The data of figure 17(a) show that the conventonaa tail tested in this
^	 r
s
investigation (Std	 _ .058) wouldz•equire a lift coefficient of about 1.8 to
S
,
,
3^,
provide trima.nd athree-.percent static margin. 	 A tail lift coefficient of i`
'j
' j 1.8 should be achievable with high-lift devices; however, additional. control
I
is required for .normal. flight operations, and a larger conventional tail
^	 '
I would therefore be required.	 Increasing the size of a conventional tail has y
r:
theadvantage of shifting: the neutral point of the configuration rearward to 	 '_
r'eduee the flap diving moment, but-the conventional-tail arrangement has the
e
disadvantage o3 downward-tail lift for trim which reduces the. tot al lift of
the airplane.. In contrast to this 'conditon,_the fixed canard has the ad-
.vantage of lifting upward for trim -which increases the total lift, but it has
the ,disadvantage of shifting the neutral point of the. configuration forward.
'.	 ' ca
This Forward-shift. in neutral point-requires a forward shift in center of
,^." I
	
gravity (in order to maintain stability) which results in an hcrease in flap
	
°,
^.
► •
^	 i
t'
a
_.
^'
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_
.diving moments. 	 One means of achieving the lift benefit of the canard t
without its destabilizing effect is to have the canard free-floating (or have
the canard mechanically driven such that its incidence angle does^not change
as the airplane-angle of attack changes).
	 Another approach would be to drive
^	
f
^^k
he canard surface such that its incidence angle is reduced as the airplane.
c
angle of attack is increased.
	 This technique produces the benefits of both
t the canard. and the conventional tail that is, an upward lift for trim and a F
rearward shift in the neutral point-for reduced flap diving moments and in-
'r:
creases stability.
	 Figure 17(a) shows.. that such an arrangement canreduce.:
} appreciably the canard lift coefficient required. for trim.
	 In addition, it is
possible to reduce the size of this
	 ype of canard arrangement when the canard.
^:
k ;is' combined with a conventional horizontal tail.
	 In this combination,. the z`
conventional tail would operate at zero lift or near zero lift in low-speed '
y
^.
,.
flight.	 In high-speed flight, the canaxd would be retracted and the conYen- ^'
^.	 .,
tional tail would be used for longitudinal control..
'.
The results presented in.figure 17(a) were determined on the bas^.s that
y
^	 ?
the configuration must maintain a static margin of three-percent for all
`^
.conditions.	 Under this .
 assumption,.-it was necessary to shift the center of ^	 ,
P
..gravity as the. tail or canard'size was changed, in order to keep the static ^^	 `.
margin constant. 	 Figure 17(b) illustrates the :center of gravity variation as
^:
a function of S^^S
 for each trim device investigated.
	 The most significan^, +`
' point to be made regarding figuY•e 17(b) is th,^,t the fixed or free-floating ;^
canard required'acehter-of-gravity location for low-speed flight forward of
t;.
that-required for supersonic cruise flight, creating: a'balance problem between °
' the' ttvo speed ranges 	 In -contrast , the conventional tail , the, geared cahard,
r' _'a
^,^
or the combination geared-canard-plus-conventional tail permit-the confgura-
^^
^_
r{
)}	
4
1.	
-,
..
F
u ^v
.	
-	
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^^
.-^-^
' ^a'ac-a.^reerx^^sa.^.,
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',
tion to be balanced at acenter-of-gravity range consistent with that for
supersonic cruise flight. In particular, the geared canard (alone or in com-
bination with a more conventional tail) gives the desired low-speed center
^?	 of gravity range with very small canard surfaces. From the results of
	
^.
i.
4
^'	 figures 17(a) and 17(b), it is concluded that anall-movable, retractable 	 i
canard in combination with a relatively small conventional tail would provide	 r
,`
an efficient. means of achieving stability and trim for a USB arrow-wing super- ;;},,
sonic transport configuration in low-speed flight.
It is recognized that alternate approaches to the stability and trim
problem are available; such as fuel management . and relaxed static stability,	 =^
and a comprehensive study beyond the scope of this paper . is required to re-
solve the trade-offs and advantages of the various systems. r
Performance Comparison .= In order_to better show the relative performance	 '`
of the-model with. exhaust deflectors off and on, .the lift-drag . polars for. the
model with several flap settings have. been replotted in figure 18. For pur- 	 ^
poses . of comparison, a 3o descent angle and a 3° climb angle are shown. in
	 ?,
{
each drag polar.. qn theassw:ption that the ratio of thx •ust coefficient to
lift coefficient is equal to the ratio of thrust to weight (T/W),:values of
TfW for the 3° climb and descent conditions were determined from figure 18 and
presented in figure 19 as plots of T/W against CL. Also plotted in figure 19
is the ground scrape angle (10°) to help in establishing performance limits.
	
s'
It _should be noted that for .'the data of figures 18 and 19 it was assumed that
	 ''
ij
pitch trim caul,d be achieved without `penalizing the lift of the configuration.
This assumption is 'based on the results of: .analysis presented in figure 17.
From the data-of figure l9(a)-, i't is seen that the maximum available- 	 ,'
lift coefficient for the model without deflectors-is limited mostly by the
__:
S
^- N
^	 ^. w 	^.
^	 ,' 1^.,_..^.-._..a,-.....,...f-	 _^._._r.^_..._ _ _	 u.__
,;
^;
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i ! ground scrape angle and that the climb condition is much more critical than
the glide condition in terms of the installed T/W ratio.
	 The lift coefficient
far the 3° climb condition is seen to increase from 0.50 up to about 0.73 by
^^
,,
i}
increasing the flap angle from 0° to 20° and by increasing the T/W ratio from
^,
';
c
i	 ,
0.2 to 0.29.	 The 3°..glide. condition-is seen to be limited to a lift coeffi-
L
^^ J
cient of 0.70:. for the 20° flap condition because of the ground scrape angle...
, 1
t
A comparison of the data of .figure 19(a) and 19(b) shows that the use
'I
of exhaust deflectors increased the lift coefficient at which the 10° ground
' scrape angle occurred, but that higher values of T/W ratios are required to
^^ achievethe higher -lift coefficients.
	 It is readily apparent, therefore, that
x one critical factor in the use of the USB concept is the installed T/W ratio.4 ;,	 j.	
3
-^ For example, in figure 19(b), the 30° .flap configuration would give a climb
r'
lift coefficient of about l.a at the ground scrapeangle but would require. a
^,?[p^^'
'1
'+	 ,^
}
value of T/W of 0. x+0.	 Even for the 20°,flap-configuration, a; value of T/W of
^^ ^
^^	 ^I^ about 0..35 would be required to achieve-a GL of 0.85 at the ground. scrape,,
^,^ angle.	 Since the maximum installed T/W ratio is likely to be no greater than
;; about 0.3 for a four engine transport, 	 is seen that.. the climb lift coeffi-
cients produced by upper surface blowing would be limited to about 0.75 or
rk^^
k 0.80 -values near. those available with exhaust deflector off. (fig. 	 9(a)).
Far the approach condition, the data of figure 19(b) show an available
'	 ^ lift coefficient of about 0.92 for the 30° flap . configuration at the ground
',
i
^	 ^
scrape angleand a value of T/W of only about 0.22: 	 This condition suggests
P.
that higher flap angles could be utilized tb increase the available approach
^^ lift coefficient without requiring excessively high values of T/W. 	 From the
^_^
^,
data of figure 19, it therefore appears that an over-the-wing engine arrange-
^,
^ went can be utilized most effectively in a supersonic transport configuration
^^
f	 r
#	
=
,
I
..	
__^^
._. ^ -^.-^--
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by keeping the engine exhaust above the wing for take off and deflecting the
' exhaust onto the wing surface for landing.
`^
n
Lateral-Directional Characteristics
k
Lateral-stability characteristics measux •ed at sideslip angles of +5° for
the model wiah trailing edge flaps.. at 30° and for various thrust coefficients
^i
are presented for 	 he tail-off and -on configurations in figures 20(a) and'
20(b), respectively.	 Figure 20(a) shows that the. model with tail-off was
' slightly directionally stable at negative angles of attack but became direr-
tionally unstable at the higher angles of attack.,	 This result is, very differ-
g ' ent from that .found in previous investigation of arrow-wing configurations in
which it was found that the directional stability for the tail-off condition
>` increased with increasing angle of attack (for example, see ref. 6).	 This
^^
previous result was attributed to 	 he fact that in a sideslipped condition
thevortexflow.from the leading. wing produced..a reversal of sidewash over
most . of, the fuselage forward of the center of gravity. 	 This sdewash produced
{
a restoring yawing. .moment which made the configuration directionahy stable.
'	 ;	 - The fact that the present arrow-wing model with tail 	 off was directionally
unstable instead of stable probabl3^ results from flow-interference. between the-
wing a.nd engines such that the wing vortex pattern was drastically altered.
5
;F The data of figure 2D(a) also show that. the effective. dihedral is positive;,
(-Ct ) and increased with increasing angle of attack 'to extremely large values
.^ R
near an angle of attack of 20°.
'^
i
The data for the tail-on configuration (fig. 20(b)) show the model to be
^ directionally stable up to an angle of attack of about 20°. 	 Although the'
^,	 ^ model became directionally unstable at higher angles of attack, increased
.	 i	 ^;
thrust is :seen to delay the. angle of .attack at which the instability occurx•ed.
^	 ^:
^.
^.
.-
,.	 -_ _.	
i
r...^-^
;
^- ..^^	 ^;	 --	 ^,	
r
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^,
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i
The effective dihedral for the tail-on configuration was generally similar v
t
to that .for the tail-off configuration and in general the effects of thrust E
were relatively small . . G	 ^.
Lateral Control Characteristics...- Presented in figure 21 are the lateral ^	 ^^
forces and moments produced by spoiler deflection.
	 The spoiler was located
f
aft of the left engine at a position directly forward of the inboard flap.
r
^
E
'	
(see fig. 2).	 The data show that relatively large rolling and yawing moments t`s.
&l
were produce. by spoiler deflection, indicating that the spoiler may be an
effective ,lateral-control. device in the propulsive-lift system for supersonic
transport..
	 The spoiler. may also be useful for roll trim for the engine-oizt,i +'E^
condition although the lift data of figure 21(b) show that the lift losses
^
^
^	
3
^	 associated with 60° of spoiler deflection were very large.
^	 '	 Engir_e-out. Characteristics,- The problem. of .engine-out lateral trim can be ^s`{
^-^	 4^:
very. severe in a propulsive-lift system. 	 To provide some fundamental informa- ;.
_,
^tion on the engine-out lateral. problem of the present model, 	 were con:-.tests x-i x^
I	 ducted with the left engine inoperative and the results are presented in .,
I	 figure 22.	 Because in a powered-lift system a loss of an engine results in w:.F	 ,,.
loss of lift, plots of the lateral characteristics with one engine: inoperative `^`
are accompanied by, plots of the corresponding longitudinal characteristics..
;`
',	 The data of figure 22(a) show that,. as expected, large yawing and rolling
°^	 '
T'
moments were generated with an engine inoperative.	 The engine-out moments ^;;
^e
generally showed an increase with increasing angle of attack probably because
;:
.	 ,.
the engine-out wing tended `to stall first. 	 Comparison of the corresponding 1.
lift data (fig.: 22(b)) with. lift. data for symmetrical thrust (fig. 10) shows ='
that large losses in lift also occur with engine failure. r.
' fg	 .
r.,
'_
3
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Presented in figures 23 and 2^t are the results of tests to study the use
of asymmetric BLC over the flap of the engine-out wing as a means of providing
roll trim.. The data of figure 23 were obtained with blowing on the inboard
"	 flap segment only; .whereas, .the data of figure 24 were obtained with blowing
over the two inboard flap segments. The data of figures. 23 and 2^+ show that
engine-out roll trim could be achieved up to moderate angles of attack with
asymmetric blowing,, Uut that excessively high values of'CU were required.
This result indicates that some other means of roll trim, such as spoiler
	
-Y
deflection, differential flaps, or a combination of differential flaps with .	^^ ^
a small amount of asymmetric BLC would. be more feasible than the use of BLC
alone. -
 Comparison of the lift data for =asymmetric boundary layer control
(fig. 2^+(b)) with that for . symme ric thrust (fig. 10) shows that the use of
	 ^
3
BLC. was effective for restoring the engine-out lift loss.
Presented in figures 25(a) and 25 (b) are engine-out lateral-directional
and..3.ongitudinal data,^respectively, for the model with 30° trailing-edge	 ,.
'	 .f
flaps; Comparison of the data of figure. 25 with. those of . figure 22 for the
20° flap condition shows that increasing flap deflection . increased. the engine-
out rolling moment with the loss of an engine.
SUMNIARX OF RESULTS
Farce tests of a largerscale advanced arrow wing supersonic transport
with engines-mounted above the-wing for upper surface blowing show the 	 `'
following results:
1, The USB concept was-effective-.for providing the high lift required;	 s'
-	
f
for improved take-off and landing performance'..;
^a	 _
	_.,..	
,,	 _,.
!	 ^	 _
20
2. Large diving . moments accompanied the high propulsive lift. However,.
analysis indicates that a retractable, all-movable canaxd in combine-
tion tirith a relatively small conventional tail may be an effective
arrangement for achieving longitudinal stability and. trim at high
lift.
^. The model exhibited static directional stabl y up to an angle of
attack of about 20° and had high-pos ive effective dihedral.
^+. -Spoiler dEflection provided relatively large lateral control moments.
5. Large rolling and yawing moments were introduced with one engine
^!,	 inoperative. However, the use of asymmetric boundary layer control
I (BLC) on the 'trailing.-edge . flaps-appeared to be one me hod of pro-
vidng engine-out roll trim.
^-	 Y	
_----	
_	
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DIMENSIONAL C^iARACTERISTICS OF MODEL
:Wing:
Area,..m2 (ft2) 10.232 (.110.14)
	 f	 ^.,
', 	 Span, m (ft) 4.191 (13,750)
Aspect Ratio 1.72
Spanwise Station of Mean Aerodynamic. Chord, m (ft)	 0.642 (2.105)
Incidence Relative to Horizontal Reference ^-
.Line, deg
-5.240
Root Chord,. m (ft) 4.608. (18.399)
	 F
Mean Aerodynamic.Chord, m (ft) 3:.368
r
_a
(11.050)
Tip Chord, m (ft) 0.540 (1.772.)
a
L. E. Sweep (STA 49.87 	 STA. 187.31}, deg 74,00
s
T,'. E. Sweep (STA 187.31 STA 247.38), deg 70.50 '
L. E. Sweep (STA 247 .38 STA 286..64),-deg 60.00
Vextical Tail;
f	 Area, m^ (^t2 ) 0.823 (8.859)
Span, m (ft) 0..760 (2.493)
Sweep Angle;
-L.	 E., deg 37.00.
T. E., .deg 30.00
Root Chordm (ft) 1..900 (6.234)
Tip Chord m (ft), 6`.640 (2.100)
^lertical Fin (Two):
Area, m2,(ft2 ) (Total) 0.415
Span, m (ft) 0.328 (1.075)
t
_	
_	
_	
.
_.:_
.a	 ;^
_.
,^
!,
'^4
r,
^,
{;;
u
i!
;'i
^
4
23 '
}.
,(	 i^
^'
j
Aspect Ratio (each) 0.517.
',
^^
.;
Sweep Angler
!?
L. E., deg 73.40
j	 ':
T. E., deg 16.40
i,;
;^i,
j, Root Chord, m (ft) 1.109 (.3.638)
Tip Chord, m (f^) ^	 0.158 (0.518)
Horizontal. Tail:
3	 '^^
^	 '^ Area, m2 (ft2 ) '0.651 (7 .197)
;
r;
Span, m (ft) 1.420 {4.667) x
^^,
''i Length of Mean Aerodynamic Chord, m (ft): 0.500 (1.640) ^?
I.
^.
Incidence, deg
-20-+5 ,^
a Z. E. Sweep Angle, deg 45.00 ^` i
}
Root Chord, m (ft) 0.700 (2..297)
i
r	 ^	 ^
A4^-	 {
^^
i^
i
_.Tip Chord, m (ft) 0.240 (0.792) ^`
I
^.
?;
^
.,
;	 :^
:+
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Figure 2.- Dimensional characteristics of model. Dimensions in meter$ (niches).
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Figure 2.- Continued.
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Figure 2.- "Concluded.
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Fip^ure 7 .- Effect of Reynolds number on longitudinal aerodynamic characteriRtics.
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t^ figure ^.- Effect of thrust on longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics.
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Figure 10.- Effect of thrust on longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics.
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Figure 10.- Concluded.
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F'i^ure 11.- Effect of thruKt on longitudinal aerodynamic chHracteristics.
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Figure 12: Variation of lift components with thrust coefficient.
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Figure 19: F,ffect of exhaust deflectors on T/W vs C L for various flap deflections.
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Figure 20.- Effect of thrust coefficient on the static lateral-directional
«tability derivativeA. 20° exhaust deflectors installed.
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Figure 20.-. Concluded.
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Figure 21.- Effect of spoilers on the static lateral and longitudinal
aerodynamic characteristics for various thrust coefficients.
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Figure 22.- Concluded.
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1^ ►^;u ► •e 22.- Effect of one engine inoperative on the static lateral end
longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics for various throat
coefficients. 20° exhaust deflectors inr^talled 	 f'= 20°
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Figure 23.- Effect of asymmetric boundary layer control on the static
	 ^
lateral and longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics for
various thrust and b1oN^in^ coefficients. 20° exhaust
deflectors installed. d f =l11°.
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Figure 23.- Concluded.
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Figure 24.- Effect of asymmetric Iwundary layer control on the static
lateral and longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics for
'	 various thrust and blowing coefficients. 20° exhaust
deflectors installed. d = 20°.i
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Figure 24.- Cont^luded.
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Figure 25: Effect of asymmetric engine thrust coefficients on the static
lateral and longitudinerl aerodynamic characteristics.
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